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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Alteration of the electrical properties of solid-state devices and integrated circuits by impinging radiation is a well-known phenomenon. Since such changes may cause an electronic subsystem to fail, there is considerable emphasis at present on devising methods to avoid radiation-induced degradation. Development of radiation-hardened devices and circuits is an appealing approach to solving this problem for many applications since it would minimize the need for shielding or other system hardening techniques. A key step in developing hardened electronics is gaining a detailed understanding of the basic effects produced in electronic materials, devices, and integrated circuits by radiation. As indicated in Figure 1, once the basic mechanisms are understood, several steps can then be undertaken systematically. First, reliable predictions of the radiation response of devices and circuits in environments of interest can be made. Second, basic insight can lead to the development of novel device hardening approaches. Third, procedures for assuring that circuits will withstand specific radiation exposure levels can be developed.

In this report, the basic mechanisms of radiation effects on electronic materials, devices, and integrated circuits are treated. Emphasis is placed on effects occurring in the most commonly employed device materials: silicon and silicon dioxide. The focus is on radiation-induced changes in the electrical properties of these materials and the effects of such changes on device properties. To gain detailed insight regarding the effects that occur when an integrated circuit is placed in a radiation environment (Figure 2), knowledge in several areas is important: atomic, nuclear, solid-state, and semiconductor device physics. It is also important that integrated circuit processing procedures be understood, particularly when developing radiation hardening techniques. An understanding of the physical phenomena that give rise to a specific radiation environment is not vital. Some familiarity with the technical areas listed in Figure 2 is assumed here, but much of the material is presented in overview fashion so
Figure 1. Three areas where basic mechanisms understanding plays an important role.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of an integrated circuit in a radiation environment. Listed are areas of expertise that are important for understanding and predicting radiation effects and developing device hardening and hardness assurance procedures.
that readers with differing technical backgrounds should be able to digest the key points. The device physics aspects of radiation effects are emphasized.

Background information is presented in Section 2.0. Radiation sources and environments and the types of irradiating particles encountered are discussed, and a qualitative review of the relevant aspects of atomic and nuclear physics is given. The dominant basic mechanisms that occur in irradiated materials are discussed, and useful radiation effects terminology is presented. Displacement damage and ionization effects in bulk silicon and bipolar devices are treated in Section 3.0. In Section 4.0, ionizing radiation effects in SiO₂ films and silicon MOS devices are described. Section 5.0 considers single event phenomena. Section 6.0 treats several additional topics, including a summary of device failure mechanisms, radiation effects on GaAs devices, radiation-induced changes in optical properties, and a hardness assurance example that arose from an understanding of basic mechanisms. In Section 7.0, a bibliography is given along with specific literature references.
2.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS

Figure 3 lists various radiation environments and radiation sources. The space radiation environment is naturally occurring and is of concern for earth-orbiting satellites and for missions to other planets. Another natural radiation environment is due to materials containing trace radioactive elements (such as uranium and thorium) which, when incorporated in packaged integrated circuits, can cause occasional transient upsets (e.g., alpha-particle-induced soft errors). Two man-made sources of radiation are nuclear explosions and nuclear reactors. Additional sources of radiation also arise during integrated circuit processing. For example, ion implantation machines are routinely employed in processing. Additionally, X-ray and electron-beam lithography equipment is being utilized at some facilities for VLSI circuit fabrication. Radiation damage occurs in all three cases.

The environments and sources of radiation mentioned above give rise to various particles (Figure 4) that may impinge on materials, devices, and circuits and cause undesirable effects. For example, nuclear reactors produce neutrons and gamma rays. The rate at which particles bombard a given device varies substantially. For example, a burst of electrons 100 nsec wide can be delivered by linear accelerators; on the other hand, the radiation environment in a power reactor is essentially steady state. Another variable is the particle energy. For a given type of particle, the particle energy may vary by orders of magnitude depending on the radiation source or environment and the application.

2.2 INTERACTION OF PARTICLES WITH TARGETS

The various types of particles listed in Figure 4 can be separated into three primary categories: photons, charged particles, and neutrons (Figure 5). When a target is bombarded by radiation, the nature of the interaction between the impinging particle and the target depends on several properties (Figure 6). The relevant particle properties are mass, charge, and kinetic energy. Target properties of importance are mass, charge, and density.
RADIATION SOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTS
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Figure 3. Various radiation environments and sources of radiation.
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Figure 4. Irradiating particles associated with the environments and sources listed in Figure 3.
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Figure 5. Three primary particle categories.

PARTICLE INTERACTION WITH TARGETS
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Figure 6. Properties of particles and targets that affect their interactions.
There are various types of interactions that can occur between the primary particles and target atoms, as listed in Figure 7. Photons have zero rest mass and are electrically neutral. They interact with target atoms through the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair production. In all three cases, the interaction produces energetic free electrons. The energy range in which photoelectric collisions dominate depends on the atomic number Z of the material, as discussed below. The probability of a photoelectric interaction decreases with increasing photon energy and increases with Z. If the incident photon is energetic enough to emit an electron from the K shell, then most (~80%) of the collisions are with K-shell electrons. In the photoelectric process the incident photon energy is completely absorbed by the emitted electron (photoelectron). If a K-shell electron was involved, then an L-shell electron will drop into the remaining empty state. Either a characteristic X-ray or a low-energy Auger electron is emitted from the L shell, depending on the value of Z.

In contrast to the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering does not involve complete absorption of the incident photon. In Compton scattering, the photon energy is much greater than the binding energy of atomic electrons (such as those in the K shell). The incident photon gives up a portion of its energy to scatter an atomic electron, thereby creating an energetic Compton electron, and the lower-energy scattered photon continues to travel in the target material. As the photon energy increases, Compton scattering dominates over the photoelectric effect.

The third type of photon interaction, pair production, has a threshold energy of 1.02 MeV. At this energy, a photon striking a high-Z target will be completely absorbed and cause a positron-electron pair to form. (A positron has the same rest mass and charge as an electron, except that the charge is positive.)

Figure 8 illustrates the relative importance of the three photon interactions as a function of Z and photon energy. The solid lines correspond to equal interaction cross sections for the neighboring effects. For silicon
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Figure 7. Type of interactions that can occur between primary particles and target atoms.

(Z = 14), the photoelectric effect dominates at energies < 50 keV and pair production dominates at energies > 20 MeV. In the intervening energy range, Compton scattering dominates. Thus, over a broad photon energy range, energetic Compton electrons are produced which undergo subsequent charged-particle interactions. Such interactions are now described.

Charged particles incident on a target interact primarily by Rutherford scattering (Coulomb scattering). This interaction can cause both excitation and liberation (ionization) of atomic electrons. Additionally, through Rutherford scattering sufficient energy can be transferred to atoms to displace them from their normal lattice positions. Heavy charged particles can also undergo nuclear interactions of the type described below for neutrons. For example,
a proton can be absorbed in a target nucleus, and the nucleus then emits an alpha particle.

Neutrons incident on a target undergo the following nuclear interactions: elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, and transmutation. In an elastic collision, the neutron gives up a portion of its energy to an atom of the target material, and can dislodge the atom from its lattice position. This process will occur as long as the imparted energy is greater than that required for displacement (~25 eV for most materials). The displaced atom is referred to as the primary recoil (or primary knock-on); it subsequently will lose energy to ionization and can also displace other lattice atoms. Inelastic neutron scattering involves capture of the incident neutron by the nucleus of the target atom and subsequent emission of the neutron at a lower energy. Kinetic energy is lost in this process and the target nucleus
is left in an excited state. The excited nucleus returns to its original state by emission of a gamma ray. The kinetic energy of the emitted neutron is reduced, compared to the incident neutron, by the energy of the gamma ray. Inelastic neutron scattering can also cause displacement of the target atom to occur. The transmutation reaction involves capture of the incident neutron by the target nucleus and subsequent emission of another particle, such as a proton or an alpha particle. The remaining atom is thereby transmuted, i.e., converted from one element into another. The dominant processes in the case of silicon irradiated with fast neutrons (i.e., neutrons with an energy \( \geq 1 \text{ MeV} \)) are the production of displaced atoms and ionization.

2.3 DOMINANT BASIC MECHANISMS

Upon considering the various types of particles, particle energy ranges, and the variety of interactions that can occur, one might view the situation as being exceedingly complex in terms of the effects produced in irradiated materials and devices. In practice, however, for the environments of most interest for radiation effects on electronics two basic mechanisms dominate (Figure 9): displacement of atoms from their lattice sites (displacement damage) and generation of electron-hole pairs (ionization). In general, particles passing through electronic materials deposit a portion of their energy into ionization and the remainder into displacement. Some particles, such as fast neutrons, primarily produce displacement damage, whereas other particles, such as low energy electrons (e.g., 10 keV), give up all their energy into ionization.

For energetic electrons and protons, the amount of energy deposited into ionization can be obtained from the stopping power tabulations of Berger and Seltzer\(^1\) and Janni,\(^2\) respectively. Figure 10 shows stopping power versus particle energy for electrons and protons incident on silicon. The absorbed ionizing dose is proportional to the integral of the product of the particle fluence and the stopping power over the specimen thickness. (Absorbed dose and fluence are defined in the next subsection.) Electrons and protons also produce displacement damage. For electrons, an incident particle energy of \( \sim 150 \text{ keV} \) is the minimum required to produce displacements.
DOMINANT BASIC MECHANISMS

- DISPLACEMENT OF LATTICE ATOMS
- IONIZATION

Figure 9. Dominant basic effects of radiation on electronic materials.

Figure 10. Stopping power versus particle energy for electrons and protons incident on silicon.\textsuperscript{1,2}
in silicon. For protons, the threshold is $\sim 100$ eV. Estimates of the number of displacements produced by particles with energies above these thresholds can be made based on calculated displacement cross sections. For neutrons incident on silicon, the probabilities for the various previously described interactions to occur can be expressed in terms of the appropriate neutron cross sections. Once a silicon knock-on is produced, it can then be treated as a silicon ion incident on a silicon target. Viewing the situation in this manner allows one to consider ionization and displacement processes in the same way for incident neutrons, alpha particles, and other ions. The partitioning of energy loss into ionization and displacement for these cases is commonly performed using the Lindhard model. This model is a unified theory of atomic stopping that applies for any atomic numbers of the incident particle and the target.

Important examples of the effects of displacement damage and ionization in silicon and silicon devices are given in Figure 11. Displacement damage gives rise to various energy levels in the silicon bandgap, which is discussed in Section 3.0. Scattering centers are also produced which cause a reduction in carrier mobility. Ionization causes photocurrents to flow in devices containing pn junctions. Another ionizing radiation effect is permanent trapping of free charge (referred to as charge buildup) in the oxide layers contained in MOS devices. This effect and other MOS-related phenomena are discussed in Section 4.0.

In general, when materials and devices are irradiated, both transient and permanent effects on electrical properties occur. Both situations will be considered in this tutorial.

2.4 TERMINOLOGY

Important examples of the commonly used radiation effects terminology are presented in Figure 12. The rate of incidence of particles on a material is given in terms of the particle flux, expressed in particles/cm$^2$.sec. The time integral of the flux is referred to as the particle fluence, expressed in particles/cm$^2$. 
IMPORTANT CONSEQUENCES OF DISPLACEMENT AND IONIZATION

- DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE EFFECTS
  - ENERGY LEVELS IN THE BANDGAP
  - SCATTERING CENTERS

- IONIZATION EFFECTS
  - PHOTOCURRENTS
  - CHARGE BUILDUP

Figure 11. Important effects produced by displacement and ionization.

TERMINOLOGY

- FLUX: \( \text{particles/cm}^2 \cdot \text{sec} \)
- FLUENCE: \( \text{particles/cm}^2 \)
- NEUTRONS:
  - REACTOR NEUTRONS (fission)
  - 14-MeV NEUTRONS (fusion)
  - \( > 10 \text{ keV} \)
  - 1-MeV equivalent
- IONIZING RADIATION
  - TOTAL ABSORBED DOSE
    - One rad(Si) = 100 ergs/gram(Si) (\( \approx 0.01 \text{ J/kg} \))
    - One gray (Gy) = 100 rads (\( \approx 1 \text{ J/kg} \))
  - IONIZING DOSE RATE
    - \( \text{rad(Si)/sec} \)

Figure 12. Important examples of the commonly used radiation effects terminology.
For neutron bombardment, nuclear reactors typically provide a fission spectrum of neutrons with energies in the range from a few keV to \( \sim 20 \) MeV. (The number spectrum peaks near 1 MeV.) Irradiations are also performed with 14-MeV, or fusion, neutron sources. The question has arisen as to how one should express the neutron fluence for a given irradiation of silicon devices.

The problem is that neutron sources providing differing energy spectra are employed in various simulation experiments. Since the amount of displacement damage produced in silicon is neutron energy dependent, as discussed in Section 3.0, this makes it difficult to compare directly results obtained by workers using different radiation sources. Fluences for reactor irradiations are commonly expressed in terms of the number of neutrons with energies greater than 10 keV, which is based on a common method for performing neutron dosimetry. However, for the purpose of allowing meaningful comparisons to be made, neutron fluences are often expressed in 1-MeV equivalent terms. To do so, one must take into account both the energy dependence of neutron damage and the neutron energy content of the spectrum obtained from a given source. This information is then used to determine that fluence of 1-MeV neutrons which would produce the same amount of damage in silicon as the experimental fluence. (For water-moderated reactors, such as the TRIGA reactor at the Northrop Corporation, the >10-keV fluence is nearly equal to the 1-MeV equivalent fluence.)

The energy deposited in materials by ionizing radiation is expressed in terms of the rad (radiation absorbed dose). One rad is equal to an absorbed energy of 100 ergs per gram of material. The material in which the dose is deposited must be specified (such as rads(Si)) when using this unit. (The energy loss per unit mass differs from one material to another because of differing atomic properties.) Ionizing dose rate is commonly expressed in rads/sec. The SI unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy), which is equal to an absorbed energy of 1 joule per kg, or 100 rads.


3.0 RADIATION EFFECTS IN BULK SILICON AND IN BIPOLAR DEVICES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The dominant basic effects of radiation on electronic materials--ionization and displacement--cause various phenomena to occur in silicon devices. Radiation-induced changes in the electrical properties of bulk silicon and silicon bipolar transistors are described in this section. Types of radiation-induced defects are discussed, and the changes that these defects give rise to are described. Other aspects of defect behavior, including charge state effects, defect motion, and ionization-enhanced annealing, are considered. The injection-level dependence of carrier lifetime is described, and damage coefficients appropriate for silicon irradiated by different particles are given. Neutron effects on silicon are treated, including the neutron energy dependence of damage introduction and short-term annealing phenomena. The effects of displacement damage and ionization on the properties of bipolar transistors are described, including gain degradation mechanisms, photocurrents, and surface effects.

3.2 RADIATION-INDUCED DEFECTS IN SILICON AND THEIR PROPERTIES

As described in Section 2.2, energetic photons, charged particles, and neutrons incident on silicon can cause displacement of the target atoms to occur. In the photon case, this process occurs through the production of energetic Compton electrons which then interact with target nuclei. As long as a minimum of $\sim 25$ eV is transferred to the nucleus, displacement of the atom will result. The absence of an atom from its normal lattice site is referred to as a vacancy, and this is one example of a radiation-induced defect.

Figure 13 lists various defects that can occur in irradiated silicon. Simple defects are also referred to as point, or isolated, defects. Regions containing large numbers of relatively closely spaced defects can also occur, and such a grouping is termed a defect cluster. When a displaced atom moves into a non-lattice position, the resulting defect is referred to as an interstitial. The vacancy-interstitial combination is called a close pair, or a Frenkel pair. Two adjacent vacancies form a defect known as the divacancy;
RADIATION-INDUCED DEFECTS

- SIMPLE DEFECTS (ISOLATED, POINT)
  - VACANCIES
  - DIVACANCIES etc.
  - VACANCY-IMPURITY COMPLEXES
  - INTERSTITIALS
  - DI-INTERSTITIALS etc.
  - INTERSTITIAL-IMPURITY COMPLEXES

- DEFECT CLUSTERS

Figure 13. Various defects that can occur in irradiated silicon.

A di-interstitial can also occur. Larger local groupings of vacancies are also observed in irradiated silicon. Vacancies and interstitials can also form additional types of simple defects when they are adjacent to impurity atoms. Such defects are termed defect-impurity complexes. For example, the vacancy-phosphorus pair is a defect that is observed in silicon. Figure 14 shows a schematic illustration of three types of simple defects in a lattice structure.

If a displaced atom is given a relatively large amount of kinetic energy by an incident particle, the primary knock-on can displace many additional atoms and thereby cause the formation of a region of disorder, or defect cluster. This process occurs for incident neutrons with energy in the MeV range. On the other hand, MeV electrons and photons produce primarily isolated defects in silicon. Protons produce a mixture of isolated defects and small defect clusters.

A well-known concept in semiconductor physics is that impurity atoms in the silicon lattice have discrete energy levels associated with them which lie in the bandgap between the conduction band minimum and the valence band maximum. In general, any disturbance of lattice periodicity may give rise to energy levels in the bandgap. Radiation-induced defects have such
levels associated with them and it is these defect states, or centers, that have a major impact on the electrical behavior of semiconductor devices. Thus, the basic phenomena which cause devices to degrade in a radiation environment are (Figure 15): a) incident particles displace atoms; b) the resulting defects give rise to new energy levels; c) these levels alter device electrical properties. The fundamental effects of defect centers on electrical properties are now described.

Figure 16 illustrates five effects that can occur due to the presence of radiation-induced defect centers in the silicon bandgap. Process 1 is the thermal generation of electron-hole pairs through a level near midgap. This process can be viewed as the thermal excitation of a bound valence-band electron to the defect center and the subsequent excitation of that electron to the conduction band, thereby generating a free electron-hole pair. Alternatively, it can be viewed as hole emission from the center.
BASIC PHENOMENA WHICH LEAD TO DEVICE DEGRADATION

- DISPLACEMENT OF ATOMS BY INCIDENT PARTICLES
- DEFECTS GIVE RISE TO ENERGY LEVELS IN THE BANDGAP
- DEFECT LEVELS ALTER DEVICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Figure 15. Basic phenomena which cause devices to degrade in a radiation environment.

followed by electron emission. Only centers with an energy level near mid-gap make a significant contribution to carrier generation; an exponential decrease in generation rate occurs as the energy level position is moved from midgap.\(^7\) In addition, emission processes dominate over capture processes at a defect level only when the free carrier concentrations are significantly less than their thermal equilibrium values. Thus, thermal generation of electron-hole pairs through radiation-induced defect centers near midgap is important in device depletion regions. Introduction of such centers is the mechanism for leakage current increases in silicon devices. (Generation lifetime, \(\tau_g\), is a characteristic time associated with carrier generation in a depletion region, and that parameter is used below in the damage coefficient discussion.)

Process 2 is the recombination of electron-hole pairs. In this process, a free carrier of one sign is first captured at the defect center, followed by capture of a carrier of the opposite sign. Recombination removes electron-hole pairs as opposed to the generation process. In general, the recombination rate depends on the defect center (or recombination center) density, the free carrier concentrations, the electron and hole capture cross sections, and the energy level position. The mean time a minority carrier spends in its band before recombining is referred to as the recombination
EFFECTS OF DEFECT CENTERS IN THE BANDGAP

Figure 16. Illustration of five effects that can occur due to the presence of defect centers in the silicon bandgap.

lifetime, $\tau_r$. Radiation-induced recombination centers cause $\tau_r$ to decrease; this is the dominant mechanism for gain degradation in bipolar transistors.

Process 3 is the temporary trapping of carriers at a typically shallow level. In this process, a carrier is captured at a defect center and is later emitted to its band, with no recombination event taking place. In general, trapping of both majority and minority carrier can occur (at separate levels). Radiation-induced traps are responsible for increasing the transfer inefficiency in charge-coupled devices. 8
Process 4 is the compensation of donors or acceptors by radiation-induced centers. In the example shown in Figure 16, some of the free electrons available from the donor level are compensated by deep-lying radiation-induced acceptors. The result is a reduction in the equilibrium majority-carrier concentration. This "carrier removal" process will cause an alteration in any device or circuit property that depends on carrier concentration. For example, the resistance of the collector in bipolar transistors will increase due to carrier removal.

Process 5 is the tunneling of carriers through a potential barrier by means of defect levels. This defect-assisted (also called trap-assisted) tunneling process can cause device currents to increase in certain situations. For example, there may be a defect-assisted tunneling component of the reverse current in a pn junction diode.

In summary, radiation-induced levels in the bandgap can give rise to five processes: generation, recombination, trapping, compensation, and tunneling. In principle, any combination, or all, of these processes can occur through the same level. The role a particular level plays depends on variables such as carrier concentration, temperature, and the device region in which it resides (e.g., in a depletion region).

Radiation-induced defects also act as scattering centers and cause the carrier mobility to decrease. The mobility decreases with increasing ionized impurity concentration. In a similar manner, the introduction of charged radiation-induced defects also causes the mobility to decrease. This effect should be stronger at temperatures considerably less than 300 K because ionized impurity scattering dominates over lattice scattering in that regime.

A discussion of defect charge states and defect motion is now presented, using the vacancy in silicon as an example. The charge state of a defect refers to the occupancy of the associated defect levels in the bandgap by holes or electrons. For example, if a defect is occupied by one electron, the defect is in a single-negative charge state. Defect charge state is an important basic property in terms of the relative mobility of defects in the lattice and the relative changes in the electrical
properties of semiconductors. Figure 17 shows energy levels and charge states associated with the vacancy in silicon.* The charge state of any defect is determined by the position of the Fermi level with respect to the defect levels. For example, if the Fermi level is below the energy level at \( \sim 0.4 \text{ eV} \) from the conduction band edge, but above the level near the valence band edge, the vacancy will be in a neutral charge state. The ease with which the vacancy can diffuse through the silicon lattice is charge-state dependent. In other words, the activation energy for vacancy motion depends on the charge state. For example, vacancies in a single-negative charge state are much more mobile in silicon at a given temperature than neutral vacancies.

**CHARGE STATES OF THE VACANCY IN SILICON**
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Figure 17. Illustration of the energy levels and charge states associated with the vacancy in silicon.

The vacancy is quite mobile in silicon at room temperature (i.e., \( \sim 300^\circ \text{K} \)), and hence is referred to as an unstable defect. After vacancy introduction by irradiation, vacancies move through the lattice and form more stable defects, such as divacancies and vacancy-impurity complexes. If electrical properties are monitored during this defect rearrangement process (referred to as annealing), a decrease in the effectiveness of the damage with increasing time is typically observed. An example of this is

*Recent work (G.D. Watkins and J.R. Troxell, Phys. Rev. Lett. 44, 593 (1980)) indicates that the level structure associated with positive charge states of the vacancy is more complicated than that shown here. However, that work probably does not affect the discussion below of the charge-state dependence of vacancy motion.
shown in Figure 18, where the relative amount of damage present in p-type silicon following bombardment with a 40-nsec burst of electrons (average energy \(\sim 1.4\) MeV) is plotted versus time following the burst.\(^9\) To obtain these data, carrier lifetime (which depends on the amount of damage present) was measured as a function of time. Data are shown for four irradiation temperatures, and a pronounced recovery stage (i.e., a decrease in the amount of damage present) is observed in all cases. A characteristic recovery time can be extracted from the data, since they exhibit a simple exponential decrease in the amount of damage present (i.e., first-order kinetics is followed). Figure 19 shows recovery times obtained in this manner at various temperatures.\(^9\) This plot yields an activation energy (0.32 eV) associated with defect motion. If the data are extrapolated to low temperatures, good agreement with the electron spin resonance (ESR) data of Watkins\(^10\) is obtained (solid circles). He attributed his ESR observations to the motion of neutral vacancies. Thus, the transient process exhibited in Figure 18 is most likely due to reordering of radiation-induced isolated vacancies in a neutral charge state. Near room temperature, these findings indicate that stable defects are formed within a few seconds after the radiation burst.

![Figure 18](image-url)  
*Figure 18. Relative amount of damage present in electron-irradiated silicon versus time following the radiation burst.\(^9\) Data obtained at four temperatures are shown.*
There are several ways to alter the charge state of defects (Figure 20). By varying the resistivity or type (i.e., n- or p-type) of the irradiated material, the Fermi level position will vary. For example, if the experiment leading to the data of Figures 18 and 19 were performed for n-type silicon, vacancies would be introduced in a negative charge state and would then rearrange much faster than in p-type material. Another way of changing the charge state is by increasing the excess carrier concentration (the injection level). This can occur due to the accompanying ionization produced by the
WAYS TO ALTER DEFECT CHARGE STATES

- MATERIAL TYPE AND RESISTIVITY
- IONIZATION BY BOMBARDING PARTICLES
- OPTICAL EXCITATION
- ELECTRICAL INJECTION

Figure 20. Several ways to alter the charge state of defects.

bombarding particles themselves. The injection level of the irradiated material can also be varied by optical excitation and by electrical injection of carriers.

The injection level present during and shortly after defect formation is important in determining the annealing rate in irradiated silicon. This process is referred to as ionization-enhanced (or injection-stimulated) annealing. Changing the mobility of primary defects, such as the vacancy, by charge-state alteration is just one of the mechanisms thought to be responsible for injection-stimulated recovery in irradiated materials and devices. Figure 21 lists several of these mechanisms. Another model, proposed by Bourgoin and Corbett,\textsuperscript{11} is referred to as an alternating saddle point mechanism. In this description, illustrated schematically in Figure 21, a defect in a certain charge state (1 in the figure) has a maximum potential energy in configuration A and a minimum potential energy in configuration B. When that defect is in a second charge state (2 in the figure), it is at a potential maximum in configuration B and at a minimum in configuration A. Thus, the two charge states of the defect are viewed as having opposing stability. By repeatedly changing the charge state between 1 and 2, the defect will reconfigure from A to B, from B to A, etc., and thereby migrate athermally through the lattice.
Recombination-enhanced annealing is a process in which the energy given off during nonradiative recombination of electron-hole pairs activates defect reordering. A conversion of electronic energy into vibrational energy is thought to take place through electron-phonon coupling at defect sites. Other models of ionization-enhanced annealing are also described in the literature. The dominant mechanism responsible for this process evidently depends on the type of material being studied (e.g., Si vs. GaAs) and the experimental conditions.

Once defect migration and rearrangement has occurred, a relatively stable defect configuration will be reached for materials and devices irradiated at a given temperature. The electrical properties of these defects also exhibit an "injection-level dependence" which is different in nature from the ionization-enhanced phenomena just described. In particular, minority-carrier lifetime in irradiated silicon is dependent on the excess carrier density present during measurement. Again, this effect is not associated with annealing since defect rearrangement is assumed to have already taken place. Rather, the injection-level dependence of carrier lifetime is
attributable to the recombination properties of radiation-induced defect levels. (The effects to be described also generally apply for non-radiation-induced defects.)

Figure 22 illustrates the dependence of lifetime on excess carrier density for gamma-irradiated silicon measured at four temperatures. The behavior exhibited is typical of that for radiation-induced defects. There is a plateau region at low injection levels. As the injection level is increased, lifetime also increases. At high excess densities, a peak is reached and lifetime then decreases. Such behavior can be accounted for on the basis of recombination through two independent levels in the band-gap, as illustrated in Figure 23. At low injection levels, Level 1 dominates. At high excess densities, recombination through Level 2 becomes important. When the lifetimes $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ associated with these two levels are added reciprocally, the solid line in the figure results. The basis for such a description lies in the Hall-Shockley-Read recombination model. In general, the lifetime associated with a single recombination level can either increase or decrease with injection level. At low injection levels, levels relatively deep in the gap typically dominate the recombination process and such levels exhibit an increase in lifetime with excess density. At high injection levels, shallow recombination levels dominate and the recombination rate typically increases with excess density. Qualitatively, the increase in lifetime with excess density observed at low injection levels can be thought of as being due to a "traffic jam" occurring at the dominant recombination level. That is, most centers are occupied by minority carriers and relatively few are available to trap additional minority carriers. Thus, the minority-carrier lifetime increases. At higher excess densities, this "jam" is relieved by recombination through a second level, and lifetime then decreases. The charge state of defect levels can change at high excess densities due to a shift in the quasi-Fermi level, thereby placing specific centers in a more favorable condition for capturing carriers. This charge state change enhances recombination at such centers.
Figure 22. Illustration of the injection-level dependence of minority-carrier lifetime in irradiated silicon.

Figure 23. Illustration of the two-level model for describing the observed injection-level dependence of carrier lifetime.
3.3 NEUTRON EFFECTS

A single fast neutron striking a silicon atom can cause a large number (e.g., a few hundred to a few thousand) of displacements to occur in a relatively localized region. The effects of such disordered regions, or defect clusters, have often been described using the Gossick model.\textsuperscript{15} In this model (Figure 24), a damaged region of radius $R_1$ is produced as a result of a single neutron colliding with a target nucleus. (Spherical symmetry is assumed in the Gossick model to simplify the mathematical description. Disordered regions are not thought to be spherical, however, as discussed below.) The interior of the damaged region (radius $R_0$) is viewed as being compensated intrinsic (electrically neutral). The damaged zone is charged by trapped majority carriers in an outer shell between $R_0$ and $R_1$. An undamaged space-charge region (between $R_1$ and $R_2$), depleted of majority carriers, surrounds the damaged region. The trapped majority-carrier charge is balanced by the charge associated with ionized impurity atoms in the space-charge region. In the Gossick description, a disordered region presents a potential barrier to majority carriers and a potential well to minority carriers. Thus, defect clusters are viewed as being very efficient regions for minority-carrier recombination.

The effects of neutron bombardment on the electrical properties of silicon have been accounted for reasonably well, at least qualitatively, using the Gossick model, especially in the case of carrier recombination. On the other hand, the actual physical nature of neutron-produced damage in silicon is a subject of current research. It is likely that the damaged zone produced by a single neutron interaction contains a number of subclusters, where defect densities are high, and a larger quantity of relatively isolated defects. The shape of this zone has been viewed by some workers to be ellipsoidal. Other researchers have calculated widely varying shapes. For the present purposes, the important point is that neutron bombardment affects the electrical properties of silicon in unique ways. The major changes that occur are now discussed.
Figure 24. Illustration of the Gossick model for defect clusters in neutron-irradiated n-type silicon.\textsuperscript{15}

Neutron bombardment produces the following changes in the electrical properties of bulk silicon (Figure 25): 1) minority-carrier recombination lifetime ($\tau_r$) decreases; 2) majority-carrier concentration ($n$) decreases (carrier removal); 3) carrier mobility ($\mu$) decreases. In general, these changes are dependent on neutron energy and on time following a neutron burst. (In most of the experiments performed which illustrate these dependences, carrier lifetime (or a device property related to lifetime) has been monitored.) Figure 26 illustrates the relative sensitivity of lifetime, carrier concentration, and mobility to neutron bombardment. Depicted is the case of 2 ohm-cm n-type silicon irradiated with fission neutrons. (The subscript "o" denotes pre-irradiation values.) It is seen that lifetime is much more sensitive to irradiation than the other properties, particularly when the pre-irradiation lifetime is relatively long. Carrier removal becomes important in this example above $10^{13}$ n/cm$^2$, whereas mobility changes are unimportant until $10^{14}$ n/cm$^2$ is reached.
NEUTRON-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SILICON

- CARRIER LIFETIME DECREASES
- CARRIER CONCENTRATION DECREASES (CARRIER REMOVAL)
- CARRIER MOBILITY DECREASES

Figure 25. Effects of neutron bombardment on the electrical properties of bulk silicon.

![Graph showing changes in electrical properties under neutron fluence]

Figure 26. Illustration of the relative sensitivity of lifetime, carrier concentration, and mobility to neutron bombardment. Two values of pre-irradiation lifetime are considered.
Figure 27 illustrates the neutron energy dependence of displacement damage in silicon calculated by Holmes. This dependence was determined by multiplying the energy deposited into displacement damage by the total neutron cross section at each neutron energy. The calculated 14-MeV/fission damage ratio, in terms of lifetime degradation, is 2.5. Experimentally determined values for this ratio range from 2 to 3.

It is important to distinguish between the time-dependent displacement effects occurring after a neutron burst and the permanent effects of such bombardment. Figure 28 illustrates the events following a burst for bulk silicon and silicon devices at room temperature. The change in lifetime (or transistor gain) that occurs is shown. Following an abrupt decrease coincident with the radiation pulse, lifetime then exhibits a recovery due to the recombination (i.e., annihilation) and rearrangement of defects within disordered regions. The effectiveness of these defects in degrading the lifetime decreases with time. The recovery period, referred to as short-term annealing, begins shortly after damage creation and is essentially complete in a time on the order of one minute after the burst.
The damage remaining at that time is called "permanent damage". However, a relatively slow annealing process, or long-term anneal, will continue after the short-term anneal is completed. As much as an additional factor-of-two recovery has been observed over a one-year annealing period at room temperature, as indicated in Figure 28. Also defined in the figure is a short-term annealing factor $AF(t)$, which is commonly employed in the literature as a measure of the recovery that has occurred at a given time following the burst. The annealing factor is the ratio of the amount of radiation-induced damage present at time $t$ to that present at some long time after bombardment (stable damage). Thus, the minimum $AF$ is unity. Note that for transistors the AF definition is the same as for lifetime and is obtained by substituting $\beta$ (current gain) for $\tau_r$. Examples of short-term annealing phenomena are now presented, followed by examples of permanent damage effects.
Figure 29 presents short-term annealing data for 11 ohm-cm p-type bulk silicon samples irradiated with bursts of both 14-MeV and reactor neutrons.\textsuperscript{17} Shown is AF versus time following the burst. For this experiment, minority-carrier lifetime was the monitored quantity. Two important observations are the following. First, the short-term annealing process for neutron bombardment takes place over many decades in time in contrast to the relatively abrupt annealing stage observed for electron-irradiated silicon (Figure 18). This difference is attributable to the various types of defect interactions that may occur in neutron-produced clusters as compared to the less complicated situation that evidently prevails for the case of isolated defect production by electron bombardment. Second, annealing factors at early times are larger in the 14-MeV case than for reactor neutron bombardment. This difference may be due to a slower defect interaction rate in fusion-neutron-produced clusters as a result of a lower defect density therein compared to the fission situation.

Figure 30 shows AF versus time for an irradiated pnp transistor. The neutron energy dependence of short-term annealing is again exhibited. At early times, the 14-MeV AF is $\sim 5$. Assuming an infinite pre-irradiation gain, this means that the gain at such times will be a factor of $\sim 5$ less than in the stable-damage situation at long times. This type of consideration needs to be taken into account when designing hardened electronic subsystems.

Gregory and Sander\textsuperscript{18} found that the short-term annealing rate is quite sensitive to the injection level present in a device. They also found that the measured AF at a given time correlates quite well with the electron density present in the active region of a device (Figure 31). This may be an injected density or an equilibrium carrier concentration. The injection-level dependence of short-term annealing is an important example of the ionization-enhanced annealing process discussed earlier. Charge state effects appear to play a role in this case.\textsuperscript{18}

If carrier lifetime in p-type silicon is monitored at a very low minority-carrier injection level (i.e., electron density), then the correlation shown in Figure 31 suggests that very large AF's will be observed.
Figure 29. Annealing factor versus time for 11 ohm-cm p-type bulk silicon samples irradiated with bursts of 14-MeV and reactor neutrons.17

Figure 30. Annealing factor versus time for pnp transistors irradiated with bursts of 14-MeV and reactor neutrons.17
Figure 31. Annealing factor at 20 msec after a fission neutron burst versus electron density for n- and p-base solar cells.  

That is the case, as shown in Figure 32 where an AF of 25 occurs at early times. Annealing factors as high as 50 have been observed in other low-injection-level experiments. Figure 33 illustrates the dependence of short-term annealing rate in irradiated npn transistors on the time at which electron injection from emitter to base is initiated. Several microseconds before the neutron burst, the emitter-base bias was reduced to zero. That junction was switched to forward bias after different delay times $\tau_D$, as shown in the figure. After the delay, each 2-μsec pulse of emitter current causes observable recovery to occur.

Sander and Gregory devised a short-term annealing nomograph which aids in the determination of the appropriate AF for a given situation (Figure 34). It was developed for reactor neutron irradiations and assumes, for the case of transistors, that recombination in the emitter-base space charge region dominates gain degradation. This assumption holds for high-frequency transistors. The electron density (which determines the annealing rate) is the same for npn and pnp devices at the center of that region for a given
Figure 32. Annealing factor versus time for p-base solar cells irradiated with bursts of 14-MeV and reactor neutrons.  

Figure 33. Annealing factor versus time for npn transistors irradiated with a burst of 14-MeV neutrons. The time after the burst at which emitter current was turned on (τ₀) was varied.
base-emitter bias ($V_{BE}$). In general, to use the nomograph one must employ the electron density in that region of a device which controls the post-irradiation behavior. A transistor example is illustrated in Figure 34. The AF 10 msec after the burst is $\sim 1.6$ for a device that is on ($V_{BE} = 0.65$ V) during irradiation and during the recovery period. For an off device ($V_{BE} = 0$ during irradiation and annealing), an AF of $\sim 6.5$ is indicated at that same time. Once a device that is off during bombardment is turned on, recovery occurs rapidly, as illustrated in Figure 33.

The permanent damage remaining after short-term annealing has been studied extensively for neutron-irradiated silicon. The rate of stable damage introduction is often expressed in terms of a minority-carrier recombination lifetime damage coefficient $K_r$ (Figure 35):

$$\frac{1}{\tau_r} = \frac{1}{\tau_{r0}} + \frac{\rho}{K_r}$$

(After Sander and Gregory)
STABLE DAMAGE IN NEUTRON-IRRADIATED SILICON
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RECOMBINATION LIFETIME DAMAGE COEFFICIENT ($K_r$):

$$\frac{1}{\tau_r} = \frac{1}{\tau_{r0}} + \frac{\phi}{K_r}$$

Figure 35. Dependencies for stable damage in neutron-irradiated silicon. Recombination lifetime damage coefficient is also defined.

In this equation, $\tau_{r0}$ and $\tau_r$ are the pre- and post-irradiation values of lifetime and $\phi$ is the neutron fluence. (A definition of damage coefficient which is the reciprocal of that given here is also used in the literature.) The value of $K_r$ depends on material type, resistivity, injection level, and temperature. Examples of the room-temperature behavior of $K_r$ (after a one-year anneal) are shown in Figures 36-38. Figures 36 and 37 illustrate the dependence of neutron damage coefficient on resistivity for n- and p-type material, respectively. Data are illustrated for reactor and 14-MeV neutron bombardment. The values of $K_r$ shown were obtained at low injection levels. The increase in $K_r$ with increasing resistivity (i.e., less damage at high resistivities for a given neutron fluence) can be interpreted in terms of the Gossick model as the result of less of a potential well for minority carriers. With a diminished well, defect clusters are less effective in their role as a sink, and recombination region, for such carriers. The diminished well potential results because of a reduced Fermi level difference between the compensated intrinsic interior of the cluster and the neutral bulk.
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Figure 36. Illustration of the resistivity dependence of the low-injection-level value of $K_r$ for neutron-irradiated n-type bulk silicon.\textsuperscript{21}

Figure 37. Illustration of the resistivity dependence of the low-injection-level value of $K_r$ for neutron-irradiated p-type bulk silicon.\textsuperscript{21}
The injection-level dependence of $K_r$ is illustrated in Figure 38 for the case of 14-MeV neutron-irradiated bulk p-type silicon samples of several resistivities. These data are qualitatively similar to those described earlier for gamma-irradiated silicon (Figure 22).

3.4 DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS AND DAMAGE CORRELATIONS

The previous section presented example recombination lifetime damage coefficient data for neutron-irradiated silicon. Additional damage coefficients are given in this section. Example comparisons of the effectiveness of different particles in producing damage are also presented. Figure 39 lists the various parameters on which damage coefficients depend, in general. It is beyond the scope of this tutorial to treat this subject in detail because of these numerous functional dependencies. Rather, examples will be given. Damage coefficient values presented apply for the situation that exists after short-term annealing (but not long-term annealing) has been
Damage Coefficient Dependencies

- Particle Type
- Particle Energy
- Material Type
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- Time After Irradiation

Figure 39. Parameters that damage coefficients depend on in silicon.

completed. (For a more detailed discussion of damage coefficients and damage correlations, see Refs. 22 and 23.)

Neutron damage coefficients and neutron-induced carrier removal rate are defined in Figure 40. Example values for these quantities are also given. In general, neutron damage coefficients are only weakly dependent on the dopant element used (e.g., P vs. As) and the concentration of other impurities present (e.g., oxygen), but do depend on material type and resistivity. An exception to this is that the values listed for generation lifetime damage coefficient evidently are applicable to both n- and p-type silicon of various resistivities.

In contrast to the situation for neutron bombardment, damage coefficients for particles which produce isolated defects (photons and electrons) are strongly dependent on the impurity element present and its concentration. For example, lifetime damage coefficients for Co$^{60}$ gamma-irradiated silicon depend on oxygen concentration. Again, the variety of functional dependencies that damage coefficients exhibit is too broad to consider in detail here.
NEUTRON DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS FOR SILICON

- RECOMBINATION LIFETIME: \( \tau_r^{-1} = \tau_{r0}^{-1} + \phi/K_r \)
  
  FOR N-TYPE, LOW RESISTIVITY, AND LOW INJECTION:
  
  \( K_r \approx 10^5 \text{n-sec/cm}^2 \) (Reactor Neutrons)
  \( K_r \approx 4 \times 10^4 \text{n-sec/cm}^2 \) (14-MeV Neutrons)

- GENERATION LIFETIME: \( \tau_g^{-1} = \tau_{g0}^{-1} + \phi/K_g \)
  
  FOR N-TYPE AND P-TYPE:
  
  \( K_g \approx 7 \times 10^6 \text{n-sec/cm}^2 \) (Reactor Neutrons)
  \( K_g \approx 3 \times 10^6 \text{n-sec/cm}^2 \) (14-MeV Neutrons)

- CARRIER REMOVAL: \( n(\text{post}) - n(\text{pre}) - (\Delta n/\Delta \phi)\phi \)
  
  FOR N-TYPE, \( N_d = 10^{15} \text{cm}^{-3} \), REACTOR NEUTRONS:
  
  \( \Delta n/\Delta \phi \approx 6 \text{n}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1} \)

- MOBILITY: \( \mu^{-1} = \mu_0^{-1} + K_{\mu}\phi \)
  
  FOR 2 ohm-cm, N-TYPE AND P-TYPE, REACTOR NEUTRONS:
  
  \( K_{\mu} \approx 3 \times 10^{-19} \text{V-sec/m} \)

Figure 40. Damage coefficients and carrier removal rate for neutron-irradiated silicon.

Figure 41 illustrates the particle energy dependence of carrier lifetime degradation in electron- and proton-bombarded n-type silicon. Also shown for comparison are relative degradation values for 1-MeV and 14-MeV neutrons and for Co\(^{60}\) gamma-ray irradiation. The curves and values shown in the figure are only approximate, but do allow semi-quantitative comparisons to be made of the effectiveness of the various particles. As an example, for a given fluence of particles with energy near 1 MeV, protons are nearly two orders of magnitude more effective than neutrons; neutrons are more damaging than electrons by about the same factor, and electrons are more than an order of magnitude more effective than gamma rays.
Figure 42 shows damage correlations for three types of particles incident on 1 ohm-cm n-type silicon: 1-MeV neutrons, 20-MeV protons, and 3-MeV electrons. The data shown are applicable for high injection conditions (injection ratio = 0.1). The effectiveness of the three particle types in degrading lifetime is compared, and the values shown are consistent with the information in Figure 41. As an example, a given 20-MeV proton fluence is \( \sim 300 \) times more effective than the same 3-MeV electron fluence.
DAMAGE CORRELATIONS

- 1 ohm-cm, N-TYPE SILICON
- INJECTION RATIO: 0.1
- COMPARE 1-MeV NEUTRONS, 20-MeV PROTONS, AND 3-MeV ELECTRONS
- LIFETIME DEGRADATION PER UNIT FLUENCE:
  - 1-MeV NEUTRONS / 3-MeV ELECTRONS: 15 to 50
  - 20-MeV PROTONS / 3-MeV ELECTRONS: ~300
  - 20-MeV PROTONS / 1-MeV NEUTRONS: 5 to 25

AFTER VAN LINT et al.

Figure 42. Example damage correlations for electron-, proton-, and neutron-irradiated silicon.

3.5 RADIATION EFFECTS ON BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS

Ionization and displacement damage alter the electrical properties of bipolar transistors. The important changes are: gain degradation, leakage current increase, and the generation of photocurrents. The first two effects are due to displacement damage (except that one component of gain degradation is ionization-induced, as discussed below) and the last phenomenon is produced by ionization.

The basic effect of ionizing radiation is the generation of electron-hole pairs. Figure 43 gives the average energies required to generate one electron-hole pair in silicon and in silicon dioxide. These values apply for ionizing particle energies considerably greater than the silicon and silicon dioxide bandgaps, respectively. Also given in the figure are the concentrations of electron-hole pairs generated when a dose of 1 rad(Si) is deposited in Si and SiO₂.
ELECTRON-HOLE PAIR GENERATION ENERGIES

- SILICON: 3.6 eV
  - 1 rad(Si) generates $4 \times 10^{13}$ pairs/cm$^3$ in Si

- SILICON DIOXIDE: ~18 eV
  - 1 rad(Si) generates $8 \times 10^{12}$ pairs/cm$^3$ in Si

Figure 43. Electron-hole pair generation energies for silicon and silicon dioxide.

Figure 44 shows a schematic illustration of a bipolar transistor. Also listed are regions of the device which can contribute to gain degradation. Gain degrades due to the introduction, via displacements, of recombination centers throughout the device and due to the effects of ionizing radiation on the surface. Radiation-induced recombination centers in the neutral emitter, the emitter-base space charge region, the neutral base, and the neutral collector can cause the base current to increase, thus causing the gain to decrease. In practice, lifetime reduction in the neutral collector is unimportant and neutral-base recombination can be substantially reduced by using a narrow base region. (By doing so, the base transit time for carriers can be made much less than the carrier lifetime in that region.) Recombination in the neutral emitter and in the emitter-base space charge region is important for gain degradation.

For bipolar integrated circuit technologies, such as ECL, TTL, and I$^2$L, radiation-induced recombination in the intrinsic base region is typically unimportant because this region is so narrow. However, the much larger extrinsic base region can contribute to gain degradation, as illustrated in Figure 45 for an I$^2$L cell. In addition, use of a heavily-doped shallow emitter in ECL and TTL circuits substantially reduces radiation-induced recombination in the neutral emitter. In general, the region (or regions) of a bipolar transistor in an integrated circuit which dominates the radiation-induced gain degradation process depends on device and circuit structures and geometries.
Surface recombination can also play an important role in degrading the gain in irradiated transistors. One mechanism for this effect is the change in surface potential produced by the charging up of surface oxide passivation layers by ionizing radiation. Another mechanism is the production of electronic states at the Si-SiO₂ interface. (The charge buildup process and interface state creation are discussed in more detail in Section 4.0.) Alteration of the surface potential can cause the surface recombination velocity to increase, thereby decreasing the gain. Creation of interface states also enhances surface recombination and causes gain degradation.
Figure 45. Schematic diagram of an $l^2$L cell in a bipolar integrated circuit.

An example of neutron-induced current gain degradation in a bipolar transistor is shown in Figure 46.\textsuperscript{25} For this example, irradiation to a fluence of $5.6 \times 10^{13}$ n/cm$^2$ (1-MeV equivalent) reduced the gain by about one order of magnitude. The temperature dependence of gain is also shown, as are model calculations.

Displacement damage also gives rise to generation centers, and such centers can play an important role in the reverse-biased base-collector junction. The reverse leakage current at that junction will increase due to the thermal generation of electron-hole pairs at radiation-induced centers, and the subsequent sweep-out of these carriers by the high field present. Leakage current can also increase due to generation centers produced at the surface by ionizing radiation.

Figure 47 lists additional radiation-induced effects in bipolar transistors and integrated circuits. Penetrating ionizing radiation, such as Co$^{60}$ gamma rays, will generate electron-hole pairs relatively uniformly throughout a discrete bipolar transistor or an integrated circuit. This pair generation process will give rise to a transient or a steady-state
Figure 46. Example of neutron-induced current gain degradation in a bipolar transistor. Shown is gain versus temperature before irradiation and after bombardment to three neutron fluences.

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS IN BIPOLAR DEVICES

- PHOTOCURRENTS
  - TRANSIENT UPSET
  - LATCHUP

- CURRENT HOGGING

- CARRIER REMOVAL EFFECTS
  - DECREASED PUNCHTHROUGH VOLTAGE
  - INCREASED COLLECTOR RESISTANCE

Figure 47. Additional radiation-induced effects in bipolar transistors and integrated circuits.
photocurrent, depending on whether the ionizing radiation is delivered in a pulse or continuously. This photocurrent arises from two sources: 1) carrier pairs generated within the space-charge region of a reverse-biased pn junction are separated by the high field present and are swept out (prompt photocurrent); 2) minority carriers generated within a diffusion length of a reverse-biased pn junction diffuse to that junction where they are swept across (delayed photocurrent). The former mechanism is nearly the same as that for thermally generated carriers. The only difference is that in the thermal case generation occurs through centers near midgap, whereas the generation of carriers by ionizing radiation occurs across the silicon bandgap.

Transient photocurrents created by an ionizing pulse can cause the temporary failure (transient upset) of an integrated circuit. The primary photocurrent arises from device junction regions, and is the sum of the prompt and delayed components described above. When that current is injected into a base region it can forward bias the emitter-base junction, thereby giving rise to a secondary photocurrent which is larger and longer in duration. These currents produce transient errors in both digital and linear circuits. Photocurrents can also cause SCR (silicon-controlled rectifier) action to occur in an integrated circuit (either bipolar or MOS) that contains a parasitic pnpn path. Triggering this parasitic SCR with a pulse of ionizing radiation gives rise to a low-resistance path between two regions in an integrated circuit (usually between the power supply and ground). A high current can flow, and a circuit "latchup" condition results if the low-resistance path remains after the burst. Latchup can cause permanent failure of an integrated circuit to occur.

If the gain of one bipolar transistor in a chain of transistors contained in an integrated circuit degrades more than the gains of neighboring devices, that transistor will require more base current. If the amount of current available is fixed, then a condition of "current hogging" by the degraded device will occur.
Radiation-induced carrier removal can alter the properties of bipolar transistors. The width of the reverse-biased base-collector junction depletion region will increase. This effect gives rise to a decreased punch-through voltage, assuming that the basewidth is reduced due to carrier removal in the base. In addition, carrier removal in the neutral collector will increase the collector resistance.
4.0 IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS IN SiO₂ FILMS AND SILICON MOS DEVICES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Ionizing radiation produces effects in SiO₂ films on silicon that alter the electrical properties of MOS devices (Figure 48): buildup of positive charge in the oxide layer, production of electronic states at the Si-SiO₂ interface, and creation of electron traps in the oxide. These effects cause the following changes to occur in devices: threshold voltage shifts and channel mobility degradation. In MOS integrated circuits, photocurrents are produced and transient upset and latchup can also occur. (These topics were addressed in Section 3.0 and are not considered further here.)

This section discusses the important effects of ionizing radiation on MOS devices. A description of the positive charge buildup process is given, followed by discussions of interface state effects and electron trap production. The relation of these phenomena to transient and permanent changes in threshold voltage is then described, including behavior at cryogenic temperatures. Degradation of channel mobility is briefly considered. Ionizing radiation effects on silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) devices are also discussed.

4.2 POSITIVE CHARGE BUILDUP, INTERFACE STATE PRODUCTION, AND ELECTRON TRAP CREATION

Figure 49 shows a schematic illustration of an MOS transistor. There are two types of oxide layers present— the gate oxide and the field oxide— and ionizing radiation effects are important in both regions. The mechanisms underlying these effects are the same in both cases, so for simplicity we focus on gate oxide phenomena. It is important to note, however, that the radiation response of MOS structures is quite sensitive to the processing procedures used during device and circuit fabrication. For example, gate oxide processing procedures may differ from those used to prepare the field oxide in the same integrated circuit. This can result in a differing sensitivity to ionizing radiation between the two cases.
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS IN SILICON MOS DEVICES

- POSITIVE CHARGE BUILDUP
- INTERFACE STATE PRODUCTION
- ELECTRON TRAP PRODUCTION

THE ABOVE EFFECTS LEAD TO THRESHOLD VOLTAGE SHIFTS AND CHANNEL MOBILITY DEGRADATION

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS:
- PHOTOCURRENTS
  - TRANSIENT UPSET
  - LATCHUP

Figure 48. Effects of ionizing radiation in silicon MOS devices.

MOS TRANSISTOR

Figure 49. Schematic illustration of an MOS transistor.
Figure 50 shows the energy band diagram for the metal-silicon dioxide-silicon system present in an MOS transistor. In (a), the zero bias condition is illustrated. The SiO$_2$ bandgap is 8.8 eV, as compared to 1.12 eV for silicon. The slight band bending shown is due to the metal-silicon work function difference. For this example, the surface is already in weak accumulation even for zero bias, and the applied voltage at the metal gate required to make the silicon energy bands "flat" (flatband voltage) is slightly negative. The effect of applying a positive bias to the metal electrode is shown in Figure 50(b). The silicon is now strongly accumulated. Also illustrated is the basic effect of incident ionizing radiation. Shown is the generation of an electron-hole pair by an incident particle. Once generated, the pair may be separated due to the field in the oxide. The electron transports relatively rapidly to the metal and the hole moves relatively slowly toward the silicon. The hole may be trapped near the SiO$_2$-Si interface in pre-existing sites. This trapping process is referred to as positive charge buildup. Ionizing radiation also creates new states at the interface, as shown in the figure. An important point to note is that charge exchange between the silicon and the interface states occurs in response to Fermi level changes, whereas no such charge communication takes place with the hole traps.

Figure 51 presents a simplified depiction of the charge buildup process in an MOS capacitor on n-type silicon. In (a), the situation prior to irradiation is shown (t = 0$^-$). The corresponding capacitance-versus-voltage (C-V) curve is shown in Figure 52. The flatband voltage pre-irradiation is slightly negative, as was the case in the example of Figure 50. At t = 0, an ionizing burst occurs which generates electron-hole pairs throughout the oxide layer (Figure 51(b)). Immediately after the burst (t = 0$^+$), two processes begin to occur simultaneously: recombination and electron transport. Some of the electron-hole pairs will recombine, leaving the situation shown in Figure 51(c). At room temperature, the electron mobility in SiO$_2$ is $\sim$20 cm$^2$/V-sec whereas the hole mobility is $\sim$2 x 10$^{-5}$ cm$^2$/V-sec. Thus, electrons that escape initial recombination will transport to the metal electrode in picoseconds, leaving behind the relatively immobile hole population (51(d)). This positive charge causes the C-V curve to shift in a negative direction, as illustrated in Figure 52 for t = 0$^+$. Holes then
Figure 50. Energy band diagram for the metal-SiO$_2$-silicon system: a) zero bias; b) positive bias plus ionizing radiation.

begin a relatively slow transport toward the SiO$_2$-Si interface. When holes reach that interface, a portion of them are trapped at centers very near the interface and the remainder pass into the silicon. An intermediate situation during hole transport is illustrated in Figure 51(e); the corresponding C-V curve (Figure 52) has shifted in a positive direction because there is less positive charge present in the oxide. Figure 51(f) shows the stable situation after hole transport has been completed. The final C-V curve is shown in Figure 52 (t = t$_2$); a permanent shift in flatband voltage has occurred as a result of positive charge buildup.
Figure 51. Illustration of recombination, transport, and trapping of carriers in SiO₂ films.
In the above discussion, electron trapping in the oxide was neglected because it is negligible compared to hole trapping for the situation described. Electron trapping is considered below in conjunction with electron trap production by ionizing radiation.

The percentage of the holes generated in the oxide by ionizing radiation that eventually are trapped near the SiO$_2$-Si interface can range from ~1% for hardened oxides to 20-30% or higher for unhardened oxides. The processing procedures used to prepare gate oxides have a significant effect on the radiation hardness of MOS transistors. Another factor to be taken into account is that fraction of the electron-hole pairs generated in the oxide which escape initial recombination. As the oxide field is increased, the fractional yield of pairs increases, as illustrated in Figure 53 for several types and energies of particles incident on SiO$_2$ films. For example, at a field of 2 x 10$^6$ V/cm for the 12-MeV electron case, nearly all the generated pairs escape recombination, thereby maximizing the number of holes available to be trapped near the
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Figure 53. Yield versus field curves for various particles incident on SiO₂ films.

interface. The dependence of yield on particle type and energy is due to differences in the energy loss per unit path length and to details of the recombination process.

At low temperatures, holes are essentially immobile in SiO₂ films except at high fields. Thus, positive charge buildup is considerably larger in this situation. Figure 54 illustrates this effect for MOS capacitors irradiated to 10⁵ rads(Si) at both 77°K and room temperature. Flatband voltage shift is plotted versus the voltage applied during bombardment. The room-temperature shifts are relatively small at all applied voltages, whereas flatband shifts at 77°K are quite large due to the "frozen-in" hole population. As the applied voltage is increased from the origin, the flatband shift increases due to the dependence of yield (collected electrons in this case) on field (Figure 53). The decrease in flatband shift evident at high applied voltages is due to a field-activated transport of holes out of the oxide.

65
Figure 54. Flatband voltage shift versus voltage applied during irradiation for MOS capacitors irradiated at both 77°K and room temperature.28

Ionizing radiation also creates electronic states at the SiO₂-Si interface. Figure 55 gives information concerning radiation-induced interface states. (For a recent description of this process and a proposed model, see Ref. 29.) As noted above, interface states communicate with the silicon and undergo charge exchange in response to changes in the applied gate bias (i.e., to Fermi level changes). The presence of interface states will cause the post-irradiation C-V curve to be stretched out along the voltage axis, as opposed to the idealized parallel shift depicted in Figure 52. This stretch-out occurs because less silicon band bending is achieved at a given gate bias when interface states are present, which in turn is attributable to the required change in interface charge that accompanies a bias change.30 Interface states are often observed to be negatively charged and thus can affect the threshold voltage in MOS transistors, as described below. The buildup
RADIATION-INDUCED INTERFACE STATES

- Charge exchange with silicon
- Cause stretchout of C-V curves
- Can affect threshold voltage
- Two-stage buildup process
- Formation depends on:
  - Time after irradiation
  - Applied field
  - Temperature
  - Ionizing dose
- Mechanisms not completely understood
  - Hole transport important
  - Positive ion release and transport to interface may be important

Figure 55. Information concerning radiation-induced interface states at the $SiO_2$-Si interface.

of interface states following irradiation occurs in two stages, and their formation depends on time, applied field, temperature, and ionizing dose. The mechanisms of the formation process are not completely understood at present. Hole transport is an important part of the process. One proposed description is the liberation of positive ions by holes as they move through the oxide, followed by the transport of these ions to the interface where a subsequent interaction creates interface states.\(^{29}\)

Ionizing radiation can cause the creation of neutral electron traps in $SiO_2$ films\(^ {31}\) (Figure 56). This occurs in practice as a result of radiation received during integrated circuit processing procedures. Examples include electron-beam lithography (~25-keV electrons) and electron-beam deposition of aluminum. (The latter procedure gives rise to X-rays as keV
RADIATION-INDUCED ELECTRON TRAPS

- INTRODUCED BY PROCESSING PROCEDURES
- ELECTRICALLY NEUTRAL
- FORMATION MECHANISM NOT WELL UNDERSTOOD
- UNOBSERVABLE BY C-V UNLESS CHARGED
- CHARGE BY ELECTRON INJECTION
- ENHANCE HOT-ELECTRON INSTABILITIES

Figure 56. Information concerning radiation-induced electron traps in SiO₂ films.

electrons impinge on an aluminum target.) The mechanism responsible for neutral electron trap formation is not well understood at present.

Since they are electrically neutral, the presence of these radiation-induced traps cannot be detected by C-V techniques unless they are first charged by electrons. Use of an ionizing radiation environment, where electron-hole pairs are created, is not an effective way to accomplish such charging because hole trapping usually dominates over electron trapping. Thus, the shift in a C-V curve would only indicate the presence of net positive charge in the oxide. By electrically injecting electrons at the contacts, the neutral traps can be charged and then observed in C-V measurements. This leads us to an important practical problem produced by radiation-induced neutral electron traps: enhancement of hot-electron instabilities. For MOS transistors with VLSI dimensions, hot electron emission from the silicon substrate into the SiO₂ layer can occur, and a portion of these electrons are trapped. This trapped charge causes undesirable effects such as threshold voltage shifts and transconductance degradation.
4.3 THRESHOLD VOLTAGE SHIFTS AND CHANNEL MOBILITY DEGRADATION

The behavior of MOS transistors in an ionizing radiation environment can be accounted for using the same framework as employed above to describe effects in MOS capacitors. Figure 57 illustrates radiation-induced threshold voltage shifts for radiation-tolerant, enhancement-mode n- and p-channel MOS transistors. In the p-channel case, positive charge buildup in the gate oxide causes a negative shift in threshold voltage \( V_t \); i.e., a larger gate voltage is now required to turn the device on after irradiation to relatively high doses. For the n-channel transistor, positive charge buildup also causes a negative shift in \( V_t \), but this shift makes it easier to turn the device on. At high doses, two effects can occur, as shown in the figure. A turn-around in the \( V_t \) curve is often observed due to the formation of negatively charged interface states which compensate for a portion of the built-up positive charge. The dose at which this effect occurs is processing dependent. The dashed line in Figure 57 illustrates that the shift in \( V_t \) may be large enough to cause an enhancement-mode device to convert to depletion mode (i.e., to be turned on with zero gate bias applied). Thus, it is desirable in this case to have the compensating effect of negatively charged interface states.

Positive charge buildup in the p-channel case is less severe than for n-channel devices because the applied gate bias is negative. Thus, holes generated in the oxide move toward the gate electrode and are less effective in shifting \( V_t \). In addition, if the interface state creation model discussed above is correct, significantly less creation of such states should occur. Experimental data support this position, as illustrated in Figure 57 where no turn-around in the p-channel curve is observed at high doses. Further, if interface states introduced in the p-channel case are of the same type as in n-channel devices (i.e., acceptors, which are negative when occupied and neutral when unoccupied), then they should be much less effective. The reason for this is that the Fermi level at turn-on for p-channel transistors is below nearly all interface states in the bandgap and thus they would be neutral.

Transient changes in threshold voltage following an ionizing burst are illustrated in Figure 58. The threshold voltage shift decreases with increasing time, and a dependence on processing procedures is evident. This

*Threshold voltage shifts in transistors are due to the same mechanisms as flatband voltage shifts in capacitors.
transient behavior of $V_t$ can be understood qualitatively on the basis of time-dependent hole transport through the oxide, as depicted in Figure 51. It should also be noted that transient and permanent changes in threshold voltage can be much larger for transistors irradiated at cryogenic temperatures, which is consistent with the MOS capacitor data of Figure 54 and the accompanying description.

The channel mobility in irradiated MOS devices degrades due to the presence of both trapped oxide charge near the SiO$_2$-Si interface and interface states. Additional scattering results for carriers being transported along the channel. Channel mobility degradation is only important at relatively high ionizing doses. Figure 59 shows the variation of field-effect mobility (a quantity related to, but less than, channel mobility) with...
Figure 58. Illustration of transient changes in threshold voltage following an ionizing burst.\textsuperscript{33}

Figure 59. Illustration of channel mobility degradation in irradiated MOS transistors.
ionizing dose for n-channel MOS transistors fabricated with both dry-grown and wet-grown hardened gate oxides. After $10^7$ rads(Si), the mobility degradation in the dry case is rather small compared to the change for wet-oxide devices. This indicates that the dominant channel-mobility degradation mechanism is interface state creation since the introduction rate of such states has been observed to be higher in wet-oxide devices.\textsuperscript{34}

4.4 SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE DEVICES

Figure 60 illustrates an n-channel silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) MOS transistor. Such devices are an example of the general category of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices. SOS transistors have several potential advantages over their MOS-on-bulk-silicon counterparts from a radiation effects viewpoint: reduced transient photoresponse; elimination of latchup; reduced susceptibility to soft errors. SOS devices are susceptible to the same ionizing radiation effects described above for bulk transistors, which are associated with the gate oxide. In addition, ionizing radiation gives rise to a back-channel leakage current in n-channel transistors that is unique to SOS (or, in general, to SOI) technology.

Referring to Figure 60, when a voltage is applied between drain and source a fringing field will exist in the sapphire. When electron-hole pairs are generated in the sapphire by ionizing radiation, that field will serve to separate these pairs. By analogy with the previously described situation for SiO$_2$ films, electrons may be quickly swept out, leaving a portion of the generated holes trapped near the sapphire-silicon interface. That trapped charge would then induce a conducting channel in the silicon (referred to as a back channel). A dc leakage current would then flow between source and drain independent of the gate bias, which only controls the front channel adjacent to the SiO$_2$ layer.

Figure 61 illustrates the increase in back-channel leakage current that occurs when n-channel SOS transistors are irradiated.\textsuperscript{35} A difference is observed between devices with a dry-grown and a wet-grown gate oxide, again illustrating the effect of processing procedures on MOS device hardness.
Figure 60. Schematic illustration of an n-channel silicon-on-sapphire MOS transistor.

Figure 61. Illustration of radiation-induced changes in back-channel leakage current for silicon-on-sapphire MOS transistors. (Values of $V_{ds}$ applied during irradiation are shown near the bottom of the figure.)
A saturation in leakage current occurs at $10^5$ rads(Si). These experimental observations are qualitatively consistent with the model described above. It is interesting to note that the back-channel leakage current can be reduced from its maximum to near the pre-irradiation value by simply reducing $V_{ds}$ to zero and continuing to irradiate. This effect is illustrated in the right-hand portion of Figure 61. (Note the change in dose scale.) The mechanism for this recovery may be radiation-induced injection of electrons from the silicon into the sapphire where they recombine with trapped holes.35
5.0 SINGLE EVENT PHENOMENA

As integrated circuit geometries decrease, the possibility arises that new types of radiation vulnerabilities will be uncovered. An important example of this is the area referred to as single event phenomena. A single event error is a radiation-induced change in one cell of an integrated circuit due to one particle striking that cell. Single event phenomena can be separated into soft errors, or transient upsets, and hard errors, or permanent failure of a cell (Figure 62).

Soft errors are due to the ionization produced by a single particle as it passes through an integrated circuit. Such errors were first observed in 1975, and have been the subject of intensive study since that time. Soft errors can arise due to alpha particles emitted by the decay of trace radioactive elements, such as uranium and thorium, present in integrated circuit packaging materials. These elements may also be present in materials actually used in circuit processing, such as the metallization. Soft errors can also be produced by cosmic rays and by neutrons. For particles other than alphas incident on a circuit, the primary mechanism which results in soft errors appears to be the production of alpha particles through nuclear reactions. Alphas then lose most of their energy into ionization and create a densely ionized track. The charge in this track gives rise to upsets.

An ionized track produced by a 5-MeV alpha particle incident on a dynamic RAM cell is illustrated in Figure 63. The particle range is about 25 μm and the initial spread of the track is on the order of 1000 Å. Charge in the track will transport to the RAM-cell storage node by drift and by diffusion. The track conductivity is initially high compared to the silicon substrate, so the track will control the field line distribution. Experimental and analytical results indicate that a large longitudinal field will be established along the track which rapidly sweeps carriers to the storage node (10^-10-10^-9 sec). This process is referred to as field funneling. Once the track conductivity diminishes, field funneling stops and diffusion of the remaining charge takes place. Soft upsets in MOS dynamic RAMs are sensitive to the total amount of charge collected at a storage node.
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Figure 62. Types of single event phenomena.

SOFT ERROR MECHANISMS (DYNAMIC RAM EXAMPLE)

Figure 63. Illustration of the ionized track produced by a 5-MeV alpha particle incident on a dynamic RAM cell.
relative to the critical charge necessary to differentiate between two logic states. On the other hand, soft errors in bipolar technologies and in MOS static memories occur as a result of a current transient of sufficient magnitude. Thus, one category of circuits is charge sensitive and the other is current sensitive with regard to their soft-error susceptibility.

The possibility of single-particle-induced hard errors has recently been under investigation. Two potential causes of the permanent failure of a VLSI cell are (Figure 62): 1) ionization-induced charge buildup in an MOS transistor; 2) a dense region of displacement damage with dimensions comparable to those of an MOS or bipolar VLSI cell. Oldham and McGarrity recently explored the possibility that a single alpha particle, or other highly ionizing heavy charged particles, passing through an SiO$_2$ gate oxide would cause a significant threshold voltage shift in an MOS/VLSI transistor. Figure 64 shows their calculated threshold shifts as a function of gate oxide thickness for several sizes of the gate electrode (assumed square here for simplicity). A 2-MeV alpha particle is assumed to be incident on the gate oxide at a 45° angle, and the fractional yield of generated pairs is assumed to be 10%. (See Figure 53.) They conclude that threshold voltage shifts induced by single ionizing particles will most likely be unimportant until device geometries are reduced to less than 0.5 μm.

The possibility that a neutron-induced defect cluster could give rise to a hard error is being explored. Figure 65 shows a calculated average defect cluster, or disordered region, produced in silicon by a single incident 14-MeV neutron. (The depiction of this disordered region is based on the Gossick model, which is illustrated in Figure 24.) The dimensions of this calculated cluster are comparable to VLSI geometries, particularly for the case of a bipolar cell, as illustrated in Figure 66. The intrinsic base-width in present-day devices is ~0.1-0.2 μm, which is considerably less than the cluster dimensions. If the situation illustrated in Figure 66 occurred, one would expect the gain of the vertical npn transistor to degrade substantially due to the large number of recombination centers present in the cluster. However, neutron-induced hard errors have not yet been observed, and there are differing opinions at present regarding the structure of damaged regions produced by neutrons. These issues are a subject of current research.
Figure 64. Calculated threshold voltage shift as a function of gate oxide thickness for a single 2-MeV alpha particle incident on MOS transistors of various sizes.27

CALCULATED AVERAGE DISORDERED REGION PRODUCED IN SILICON BY AN INCIDENT 14-MeV NEUTRON

Figure 65. Calculated dimensions for an average disordered region produced in silicon by an incident 14-MeV neutron.42
Figure 66. Illustration of a neutron-produced disordered region in an $I^2L$ cell.
6.0 ADDITIONAL TOPICS

This section presents several additional topics, including a tabulation of device failure mechanisms, a brief discussion of radiation effects on GaAs devices, consideration of radiation-induced changes in the optical properties of materials, and an example of a hardness assurance technique.

6.1 DEVICE FAILURE MECHANISMS

Gregory and Gwyn identified the important radiation-induced failure mechanisms for various types of semiconductor devices (Figure 67). Both primary (P) and secondary (S) failure modes are given. The information shown is for permanent damage. Transient upsets due to photocurrents or to single events can also cause temporary failure of devices and circuits, as discussed in previous sections.

6.2 GALLIUM ARSENIDE DEVICES

Gallium arsenide integrated circuits are under development at present. There is less information available concerning radiation effects on GaAs material and devices than for the silicon case. (For a review, see Ref. 44.) Figure 68 lists a portion of the findings that have been made. Because carrier lifetimes are very short in GaAs, radiation-induced lifetime degradation is relatively unimportant compared to silicon except for some GaAs optoelectronic devices. Information concerning carrier removal and mobility degradation for fission neutron irradiation is given in the figure. GaAs field-effect transistors are relatively insensitive to total ionizing dose effects. In a transient ionizing radiation environment, a relatively long-term (tens of seconds) response has been observed for FETs and attributed to electron trapping in the GaAs substrate. Radiation levels that state-of-the-art devices and circuits will survive are also shown in Figure 68.

6.3 OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Radiation effects on the electrical properties of SiO₂ films, bulk silicon, and silicon devices and integrated circuits have been the focus of this tutorial. Radiation-induced changes in the optical properties of
### Failure Mechanisms for Semiconductor Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>Lifetime Degradation</th>
<th>Carrier Removal and Trapping</th>
<th>Mobility Degradation</th>
<th>Oxide Charge and Surface Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor Resistors</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diodes (Breakdown voltage, depletion capacitance)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diodes (leakage, forward current, photocurrent)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Sources (IMPATT, TRAPATT, BARITT)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junction Field Effect Devices</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS Field Effect Devices and Capacitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Bulk Oscillators (Gunn, LSA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar Transistors</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Devices (SCR, UJT)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optoelectronic Devices (LED, junction laser)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P - Primary; S - Secondary

*After Gregory and Gwyn*

Figure 67. Failure mechanisms for semiconductor devices.

Materials also occur, and Figure 69 lists specific properties that can be altered. These changes can be produced as a result of either ionizing radiation or displacement damage. (See Ref. 23 for a discussion of the optical effects of ionization and displacement and for literature references.)
RADIATION EFFECTS ON GaAs MATERIAL AND DEVICES

- LIFETIME DEGRADATION UNIMPORTANT
- DAMAGE COEFFICIENTS

FISSION NEUTRONS, \( n = 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \):

\[ \frac{\Delta n}{\Delta \phi} \approx 7 \text{ n}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1} \]

\[ k_\mu \approx 10^{-20} \text{ V-sec/n} \]

- DEVICES AND CIRCUITS
  - INSENSITIVE TO TOTAL IONIZING DOSE
  - LONG-TERM TRANSIENT RESPONSE OBSERVED
  - STATE-OF-THE-ART HARDNESS LEVELS:
    - \( 10^{15} \text{ n/cm}^2 \)
    - \( 10^7 \text{ rad(GaAs)} \)
    - \( 5 \times 10^9 \) to \( 1 \times 10^{10} \text{ rad(GaAs)/s} \)

Figure 68. Radiation effects on GaAs material and devices.

RADIATION-INDUCED CHANGES IN OPTICAL PROPERTIES

- ABSORPTION
- PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
- LUMINESCENCE
- REFLECTIVITY
- REFRACTIVE INDEX

Figure 69. Optical properties of materials that are altered by radiation.
6.4 HARDNESS ASSURANCE EXAMPLE

As suggested at the beginning of this tutorial (Figure 1), a detailed understanding of the basic mechanisms of radiation effects can lead to the development of hardness assurance procedures. These procedures are required to assure that devices and integrated circuits will withstand exposure to specific levels of radiation. A brief example is presented here which illustrates how basic insight can lead to such developments.

Boesch and McGarrity developed an electrical technique which can be used to simulate ionizing radiation effects on MOS devices. Figure 70 illustrates their approach, which is referred to as the F4I (Field-Induced Injection and Impact Ionization) technique. The basic effect of ionizing radiation on an MOS structure is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 70, as discussed earlier. In the lower part of the figure, application of a high field to the gate oxide is shown. This field is applied in pulses, and results in electron injection into the oxide through Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. Some of these injected carriers create electron-hole pairs through impact ionization. These created carriers then behave similarly to those generated by ionizing radiation (upper part of Figure 70); i.e., positive charge buildup occurs.

Figure 71 compares the C-V curves obtained by: (a) Co irradiation, and (b) the F4I technique. These sets of curves are qualitatively similar. Boesch and McGarrity were then able to obtain a good quantitative correlation of the C-V shifts for the two cases. The technique they developed may prove to be valuable as a wafer-level screening approach for determining radiation tolerance without the need for performing irradiations.
Figure 70. Comparison of the charge buildup process in an MOS structure produced by ionizing radiation and by the F4I technique.46

Figure 71. Comparison of C-V curves obtained after Co60 irradiation and after the F4I test.46
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